
Overcoming your failures
Today, we're going to talk about a word that we frankly aren't even supposed to
think about, let alone talk about: failure.

Everyone has his or her failures. They are different for each person, it's true, but
failures they are, and unless we make a change, failures they will remain.

Failures happen.  It's purely a part of living. When we try things, we fail. It's just
that simple. Trying things = failure.

So what do you do when you fail? If you're like a large part of the world, you just
stop trying.

Look in your own life, or in the lives of your loved ones. You're likely to see areas
where people tried something, were poor at it, and gave it up, even if they had
some potential of success.

I've used this example before, but it bears repeating: if you learned how to walk
in the same manner that you deal with your failures as an adult, you'd likely be
still crawling along the floor.

Unless you spontaneously got up and danced as a baby, when you tried to walk,
you fell. You tried again, you fell again. You tried again, you fell again.

Most of us, when confronted by three failures, would give up, decide that wasn't
for us, and move along. You'd be crawling along, still clad in your bunny suit,
clutching your teddy bear, and saying to your analyst "I'm just not cut out for
walking."

It sounds ludicrous, doesn't it? Certainly it does, and it should. Of course we
learned how to walk.

So when did we learn how to fail?

Oddly enough, I think we don't learn failure from the big failure in our lives -- we
learn how to fail by the little things. We learn it by giving into our fears, by never
trying a little bit harder, by not taking chances, by "giving ourselves a break."

We also learn to accept failure by the misguided "help" of other people. If we
can't hit a baseball, a well-meaning parent may say "It's all right, honey...you
don't need to hit the ball anymore." But, even if we don't hit the ball well, we all
need to keep trying.
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Pretty soon, we are making excuses for our actions. Soon after that, we're
making excuses for our inaction. Pretty soon, we start making excuses to
ourselves, and then we're turning away from success, and towards failure.

How can we get back on a success track?

How can we get off this "failure railroad" that we may be on?

Basically, we just reverse the process.

We start trying things, a little bit at a time, and we persist until we gain some skill
in the area. We start being a little bit harder on ourselves. We stop making
excuses, and start taking responsibility. We actively court success, as we once
actively made ourselves a "victim of failure."

Success can be learned, just like anything else. It's up to you to develop the
attitudes and skills to gain success in your life. Nobody else is going to do it for
you -- it's you or nothing.

When you spend your time looking at the failures in your life, rather than the
successes you can make, you start defining your future in the wrong way. We all
need to define our future paths by taking ones that will lead to our success.
Sometimes, we may fail in what we try -- but many times, we will succeed, not
fail.
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